Jonas Kugelmann (26) software developer, Bachelor in Interactive Media

"My working day at Secomba is very
varied. My tasks include Windows and
Web development, software
architecture, and user interface.
Overall, I am very satisfied with being
responsible for many different areas.
Every day I have to do my best.

My full commitment is especially expected when I work on several projects at the same time. But that is
no problem for me. My highlight on an ordinary working day? When a newly-written code works at first try.
Secomba attracted my attention very early. On the one hand, the industry is very appealing for me. On
the other hand, I can apply my knowledge and skills that I acquired during my time at the university. For
me, these two aspects are very important. As an intern and a working student, I was involved in the initial
phase of the company. Therefore, I experienced the rapid development of Secomba at first hand. At the
same time, I benefitted from the advantages of start-ups: everybody’s opinion counts. Interns are valued
just as much as permanent employees. Each employee can undergo trainings, for example at
conferences or on e-learning platforms. Because of these many positive aspects, I am very confident
about my future at Secomba. The company will keep growing, since the importance of data security
increases more and more.
The atmosphere in the team can be described in three words: simple, relaxed and professional. We are
very open with each other and humanity is paramount. Honesty, and the fact that you are taken seriously,
also play an important role. Team building activities (for example improvisational theatre, go-kart, or laser
tag) help promote a good working atmosphere.
In my spare time I like to read developer and technical blogs to stay informed about the latest
developments and trends. But I also like to relax by gaming, cooking, or baking.”
All the best Jonas

